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ABSTRACT
Tasks of information retrieval depend on a good distance function
for measuring similarity between data instances. The most effective distance function must be formulated in a context-dependent
(also application-, data-, and user-dependent) way. In this paper, we
present a novel method, which learns a distance function by capturing the nonlinear relationships among contextual information provided by the application, data, or user. We show that through a process called the “kernel trick,” such nonlinear relationships can be
learned efficiently in a projected space. In addition to using the kernel trick, we propose two algorithms to further enhance efficiency
and effectiveness of function learning. For efficiency, we propose
a SMO-like solver to achieve O(N 2 ) learning performance. For
effectiveness, we propose using unsupervised learning in an innovative way to address the challenge of lack of labeled data (contextual information). Theoretically, we substantiate that our method
is both sound and optimal. Empirically, we demonstrate that our
method is effective and useful.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.5.1 [Pattern Recognition]:
models-statistical
General Terms: algorithms, performance
Keywords: function learning, kernel machines

1.

INTRODUCTION

At the heart of information organization and retrieval is a distance function that measures similarity between data instances. To
date, most applications employ a variant of the Euclidean distance
for measuring similarity. However, to measure similarity meaningfully, an effective distance function ought to consider the idiosyncrasies of the application, data, and user (hereafter we refer to these
factors as contextual information). The quality of the distance function significantly affects the success in organizing data or finding
meaningful results [1, 2, 7, 10, 12].
How do we consider contextual information in formulating a
good distance function? One extension of the popular Euclidean
distance (or more generally, the Lp -norm) is to weight the data attributes (features) based on their importance for a target task [2,
10, 26]. For example, for answering a sunset image-query, color
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features should be weighted higher. For answering an architecture image-query, shape and texture features may be more important. Weighting these features is equivalent to performing a linear
transformation in the space formed by the features. Although linear models enjoy the twin advantages of simplicity of description
and efficiency of computation, this same simplicity is insufficient
to model similarity for many real-world datasets. For example, it
has been widely acknowledged in the image/video retrieval domain
that a query concept is typically a nonlinear combination of perceptual features (color, texture, and shape) [21, 24]. In this paper we
first review a nonlinear-transformation framework [29] on the feature space to gain greater flexibility for mapping features to semantics; we then detail two companion algorithms, one for collecting
contextual information and one for speeding up function learning.
We name our method distance-function alignment (DAlign for
short). The inputs to DAlign are a prior distance function and contextual information. Contextual information can be conveyed in
the form of training data. For instance, in the information-retrieval
domain, Web users can convey information via relevance feedback
showing which documents/images are relevant to their queries. In
the biomedical domain, physicians can indicate which pairs of proteins may have similar functions. DAlign transforms the prior function to capture the nonlinear relationships among the contextual
information. The similarity scores of unseen data-pairs can then be
measured by the transformed function to better reflect the idiosyncrasies of the application, data, and user.
At first it might seem that capturing nonlinear relationships among
contextual information can suffer from high computational complexity. DAlign avoids this concern by employing the kernel trick1 .
The kernel trick lets us generalize distance-based algorithms to operate in the projected space (defined next), usually nonlinearly related to the input space. The input space (denoted as I) is the original space in which data vectors are located (e.g., in Figure 1(a)),
and the projected space (denoted as P) is that space to which the
data vectors are projected, linearly or nonlinearly, (e.g., in Figure 1(b)). The advantage of using the kernel trick is that, instead
of explicitly determining the coordinates of the data vectors in the
projected space, the distance computation in P can be efficiently
performed in I through a kernel function. Specifically, given two
vectors xi and xj , kernel function K(xi , xj ) is defined as the inner product of φ(xi ) and φ(xj ), where φ is a basis function that
maps the vectors xi and xj from I to P. The inner product between two vectors can be thought of as a measure of their similarity. Therefore, K(xi , xj ) returns the similarity of xi and xj in P.
1
The kernel trick was first published in 1964 in the paper of M. Aizerman, E. Braverman, and L. Rozonoer’s [3]. The kernel trick has
been applied to several algorithms in statistics, including Support
Vector Machines and kernel PCA.

2

tion organization and retrieval: formulating a context-dependent
distance function to improve the accuracy of similarity measurement. DAlign achieves three significant contributions.
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1. Thanks to the employment of the kernel trick and our proposed SMO-like solver, DAlign is an effective and efficient
method for adapting a similarity measure to contextual information.
2. Wwe provide the proof of optimality of the DAlign algorithm.
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3. We show how unsupervised learning algorithms can be used
in an innovative way to assess membership stability of clusters for identifying most informative contextual information.

(b) Projected Space

Figure 1: Clustering via the Kernel Trick.

2. RELATED WORK
The distance between xi and xj in terms of the kernel is defined as
d(xi , xj ) = kφ(xi ) − φ(xj )k2
=

p

K(xi , xi ) + K(xj , xj ) − 2K(xi , xj ).

(1)

Since a kernel function can be either linear or nonlinear, the traditional feature-weighting approach (e.g., [2, 26]) is just a special
case of DAlign .
How does DAlign work? Given N unlabeled instances and a prior
kernel function for measuring similarity, DAlign first generates an
N ×N gram matrix (similarity matrix) characterizing pairwise similarity of the N instances. To change the prior function, DAlign
modifies the gram matrix. A critical challenge is to collect sufficient contextual information that can provide maximal information
for modifying the similarity matrix, and thereby effectively align
the prior function to the context. To achieve this aim, we propose
measuring the stability of instance-pairs via perturbing clusters of
data instances. Suppose we employ the spectral clustering algorithm [19] to cluster data instances using the prior kernel function.
The cluster membership of an instance-pair is considered to be stable when the pair either always belong to the same cluster (i.e.,
they are similar) or always belong to different clusters (i.e., they
are dissimilar), despite the various choices of the kernel parameter
and the k value of the k-mean step in the spectral clustering algorithm. When we are uncertain of the similarity between a pair
of instances, either because their cluster-membership is instable,
or because their stability assessment disagrees with that provided
by the prior kernel function, the instance-pair can be presented to
the user to solicit a similarity score. The feedback scores, together
with all the scores of the stable pairs, form the contextual information. The goal of DAlign is to transform the function in such a
way that it can produce similarity scores in better agreement with
the target task. More specifically, given a prior function (for example, a polynomial function or a Gaussian function) that produces
default similarity scores between data instances, DAlign performs
a linear transformation on the prior function in P by modifying
the similarity matrix, based on the collected contextual information. Effectively, our DAlign procedure ensures that the distances
between similar instance-pairs are decreased, and the distances between dissimilar pairs are increased, using an efficient SMO-like
algorithm. Since performing a linear transformation in P can result in a nonlinear transformation in I, DAlign achieves both model
flexibility and computational efficiency. Theoretically, we prove
that DAlign achieves optimal alignment to the ideal kernel defined
by [9]. Empirically, we show that our experimental results back up
our theoretical analysis.
In summary, we address in this paper a core problem of informa-

Distance-function learning approaches can be divided broadly
into metric-learning and kernel-learning approaches. We discuss
representative work using these two approaches.

2.1 Metric Learning
Metric learning attempts to find the optimal linear transformation
for the given set of data vectors to better characterize the similarity
between vectors. The transformation by itself is linear, but the data
vectors may first be explicitly mapped to a new set of vectors using
a nonlinear function φ(x). The transformation of the data vectors
is equivalent to assigning weights to the features of the vectors;
therefore, metric learning is often called feature weighting. The
metric learning approach is given a set of data vectors X = {x}m
i=1
in <n and similarity information in the form of (xi , xj ) ∈ S (a
similar set), if xi and xj are similar. Metric learning aims to learn
a distance metric dM (xi , xj ) between data vectors xi and xj that
respects the similarity information. Mathematically the distance
metric can be represented as
q
dM (xi , xj ) = (φ(xi ) − φ(xj ))T M(φ(xi ) − φ(xj )),
where M needs to be positive (semi-) definite so as to satisfy metric
properties—non-negativity and triangle inequality. More generally,
M parameterizes a family of Mahalanobis distances over <n . The
choice of the basis function φ and the scaling matrix M will differentiate the various metric learning algorithms.
Wettschereck et al. [28] provide a review of the performance of
feature-weighting algorithms with emphasis on their performance
for the k-nearest neighbor classifier. Here, we discuss only a few
representative algorithms. (For the other algorithms, please refer
to [28].) A number of papers address the problem of learning distance metrics using contextual information2 in the form of groups
of similar vectors [5, 31]. Contextual information can be userprovided information on the similarity characteristics of a subset
of data. Based on this information, the work of [5] uses Relevant
Component Analysis (RCA) to efficiently learn a full rank Mahalanobis metric [18]. The authors use equivalence relations for the
contextual information. They compute
|G| |Sj |

Ĉ =

1X X
(xji − m̂j )(xji − m̂j )T ,
p j=1 i=1

where m̂j is the mean of the j-th group of vectors and |G| and
|Sj | denote the number of groups and the number of samples in the
1
j-th group, respectively. The matrix W = Ĉ − 2 is used for transformation and the inverse of Ĉ as the Mahalanobis matrix. Xing
2
Contextual information is also called side information in some
papers such as [5, 31]

et al. [31] treat the same problem as a convex optimization problem, hence producing local-optimum-free algorithms. They present
techniques for learning the weighting matrix both for the diagonal
and for the full matrix case. The major difference between the two
approaches is that RCA uses closed-form expressions, whereas [31]
uses iterative methods that can be sensitive to parameter tuning and
that are computationally expensive.
Metric learning aims to learn a good distance function by computing the optimal feature weightings in I. Clearly, this linear
transformation is restrictive in terms of modeling complex semantics. Although one can perform a non-linear transformation on the
features via a basis function φ in I, such a transformation is explicit
and the resulting computational complexity renders this approach
impractical. The kernel learning approach, which we discuss next,
successfully addresses the concern about computational complexity.

2.2 Kernel Learning
Kernel-based methods attempt to implicitly map a set of data vectors X = {x}m
i=1 in I to some other high-dimensional (possibly
infinite) projected space P, using a basis function (usually nonlinear) φ, where the mapped data can be separated by applying a linear
procedure [25]. Kernel function K is defined as an inner product
between two vectors in projected space P, φ(xi ) and φ(xj ), as
K(xi , xj ) =< φ(xi ), φ(xj ) > .
Kernel-based methods use these inner products (K) as a similarity measure. (Theoretical justifications are presented in [22].) The
kernel K provides an elegant way of dealing with nonlinear algorithms by reducing them to linear ones in P. Any algorithm that
can be expressed in terms of inner products can be made nonlinear by substituting kernel values for the inner products. A typical
example is Support Vector Machines [25].
The requirement for choosing a valid K is that it should be positive (semi-) definite and symmetric. Three popular kernels employed are the polynomial kernel (< xi , xj > +1)p , the Gaussian
kx −x k2

radial basis function (RBF) kernel exp(− i2σ 2j 2 ), and Laplacian RBF kernel exp(−γ k xi − xj k1 ). In P , the distance
between xi and xj can then be computed via the kernel trick
p
d(xi , xj ) = K(xi , xi ) + K(xj , xj ) − 2K(xi , xj ),

where the validity of the kernel K ensures that the resulting distance function d(xi , xj ) will be a valid metric.
An important advantage of using kernels lies in the ease of computing the inner product (similarity measure) in P without actually having to know φ.There has been a lot of work [6, 22, 25] in
classification, clustering, and regression methods, using the kernel
K(xi , xj ) for indirect computations of similarity measures (and
hence the distance d(xi , xj )) in P.
Due to the central role of the kernel, a poor kernel function can
lead to significantly poor performance using kernel methods. Instead of choosing a pre-defined kernel for training, many recent efforts aim to learn a kernel from the training data [9, 16]. All these
papers are based on the notion of kernel alignment proposed by
Cristianini et al. [9] to measure the similarity between two kernel
functions. Geometrically, when given a set of training instances X ,
the alignment score is defined as the cosine of the angle between the
two kernel matrices3 , after flattening the two matrices into vectors.
They also proposed the notion of “ideal kernel” (K ∗ ). Suppose
3
Given a kernel function K and a set of instances X , the kernel
matrix (Gram matrix) is the matrix of inner-products of all possible
pairs from X × X, K = [kij ], where kij = K(xi , xj ).

y(xi ) ∈ {1, −1} is the class label of xi . K ∗ is defined as

1, if y(xi ) = y(xj ),
K ∗ (xi , xj ) =
0, if y(xi ) 6= y(xj ),

(2)

which is the target kernel that a given kernel is supposed to align
with. Kernel-alignment calculates the alignment score of a given
kernel K to the ideal kernel K ∗ to indicate the degree to which the
kernel matches the training data. Cristianini et al. [9] prove the connection between the alignment and the generalization performance
of the resulting classifier. Basically, their work shows that with a
high alignment on the training set, we can expect a good generalization performance of the resulting distance-based classifier.
Since a kernel K defines a pairwise distance from Eqn. 1, kernel learning has been recently applied to distance metric learning.
Zhang [32] proposed to idealize a given kernel K using K̃ =
K + K ∗ , to achieve a good distance metric which is Euclideanly
and Fisherly separable. Then, the achieved distance metric was
embedded into a new Euclidean space via Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [27]. However, this iterative embedding procedure is
computationally expensive, and its idealization model might not be
optimal. Kwok et al. [16] considered the same problem of metric
learning as a convex optimization problem. The approach works
in both the input and the kernel-induced projected spaces. They
modify the prior kernel using K̃ = K + γ2 K ∗ and derive distance functions using this modified kernel. Since the number of
parameters is related to the number of patterns but not to the dimensionality of the patterns, the approach allows feature weighting
to be done efficiently in the possibly infinite dimensional projected
spaces. However, their learned distance metric cannot be guaranteed to be positive (semi-) definite. Hence, the induced distance
function might not be a valid one. Moreover, their kernel transformation model, K̃ = K + γ2 K ∗ , is not an optimal one for kernel
idealization because K̃(xi , xj ) = K(xi , xj ) when two instances
xi and xj are similar (K ∗ (xi , xj ) = 1), which means the intraclass similarity scores remain unchanged using this transformation
model.
Our DAlign algorithm transforms a prior kernel function4 in a
projected space P when given a set of training data. We theoretically prove that our method leads to a valid distance function. More
importantly, we also show that since the optimization is performed
in a convex space, the solution obtained is globally optimal, given
contextual information.

3.

DAlign ALGORITHM
Given the prior kernel function K and contextual information,
DAlign transforms K. Kernel function K(xi , xj ), as discussed in
Section 2.2, can be considered as a similarity measure between instances xi and xj . We assume 0 ≤ K(xi , xj ) ≤ 1. A value of 1
indicates that the instances are identical while a value of 0 means
that they are completely dissimilar. Commonly used kernels like
the Gaussian and the Laplacian are normalized to produce a similarity measure between 0 and 1. The polynomial kernel, though not
necessarily normalized, can easily be normalized by using
K(xi , xj ) = p

K(xi , xj )
.
K(xi , xi )K(xj , xj )

(3)

4
The kernel trick in Eqn. 1 uniquely links the kernel functions
with the distance function. The former (K) provides the pairwisesimilarity measurement between two instances, whereas the latter
(d) provides the pairwise-dissimilarity measurement between two
instances. Therefore, when we say a transformation on a prior kernel function, it also means a transformation on a prior distance
function, and vice versa.

The contextual information is represented by sets S and D, where
S denotes the set of similar pairs of instances, and D the set of dissimilar pairs of instances. Sets S and D can be constructed either
directly or indirectly. Directly, users can return the information
about whether two instances xi and xj are similar or dissimilar. In
such cases, the similar set S can be written as {(xi , xj )|xi ∼ xj },
and the dissimilar set D as {(xi , xj )|xi  xj }. Indirectly, we may
know only the class-label of instance xi as yi . In this case, we can
consider xi and xj to be a similar pair if yi = yj , and a dissimilar
pair otherwise.
In the remainder of this section, we first propose a transformation model to formulate the contextual information in terms of the
prior kernel K (Section 3.1). Next, we discuss methods to generalize the model to compute the distance between unseen instances
(Section 3.2).

where we use K to distinguish with our K̃ defined in Eqn. 4. According to the definition of kernel target alignment [9], we have
»

< K, K∗ >
√
< K, K >

√

< K + γK∗ , K∗ >
< K + γK∗ , K + γK∗ >

–2

,

T HEOREM 1. Under the assumption that 0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ 1,
the transformed kernel K̃ is positive (semi-) definite if the prior
kernel K is positive (semi-) definite. (The assumption β1 ≤ β2
means that we place more emphasis on the decreasing similarity
value (K) for dissimilar instance-pairs.)

P

`P

´2
˜2
ˆP
kij
S (kij + γ)
P
<
P
P
.
2
2
2
+ D kij
S (kij + γ) +
D kij

which corresponds to the kernel matrix K̃, associated with the training set X , in Eqn. 4. If the prior K is positive (semi-) definite, using the fact that the ideal kernel K ∗ is positive (semi-) definite [9],
we can derive that K̃ in Eqn. 5 is also positive (semi-) definite if
0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ 1. Here, we use the closure properties of kernels,
namely that the product and summation of valid kernels also give a
valid kernel [22].
T HEOREM 2. The kernel matrix K̃ of the transformed kernel
K̃ obtains a better alignment than the prior kernel matrix K to the
ideal kernel matrix K∗ , if 0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ 1. Moreover, a smaller
β1 or β2 would induce a higher alignment score.
P ROOF. In [16], it has been proven that a kernel with the following form has a higher alignment score with the ideal kernel K ∗
than with the original kernel K,
(6)

S

2
kij

(9)

> 0, where β2 is the parameter in Eqn. 4,
Defining γ = 1−β2
β2
we then rewrite the right side in (9) as follows
hP

S (kij

=

=

≤

=

+

i2

1−β2
)
β2

P
2
2 2
+ 1−β
) + D kij
β2
i2
hP
1−β2
β22
S (kij + β2 )
P
P
2
2 2
) + β22 D kij
β22 S (kij + 1−β
β2
ˆP
˜2
S (β2 kij + (1 − β2 ))
P
P
2
2
2
S (β2 kij + (1 − β2 )) + β2
D kij
ˆP
˜2
S (β2 kij + (1 − β2 ))
P
P
2
(β
k
+ (1 − β2 ))2 + β12 D kij
2
ij
S
2
32
P

S (kij

6 < K̃, K∗ > 7
4q
5 ,
< K̃, K̃ >

(10)

(11)

(12)

where we apply the assumption of β1 ≤ β2 from (10) to (11), and
employ Eqn. 4 in the last step (12). Combining (7) and (12), we
obtain
√

P ROOF. The transformed kernel K̃ can be written as follows:
(5)

(7)

which is the target kernel that a given kernel is supposed to align
with. Employing Eqn. 6 and Eqn. 8, we expand (7) as follows

where 0 ≤ β1 , β2 ≤ 1 and k̃ij is the ij-th component of the new
kernel matrix K̃.
In what follows, we prove two important theorems. Theorem 1
demonstrates that under some constraints on β1 and β2 , our proposed similarity transformation model in Eqn. 4 ensures a valid
kernel. Theorem 2 mathematically demonstrates that under the
constraints from Theorem 1, the transformed K̃ in Eqn. 4 guarantees a better alignment to the ideal K∗ in Eqn. 8 than the K to
the K∗ .

K = K + γK ∗ , γ > 0,

»

S

The goal of our transformation is to increase the kernel value for
the similar pairs, but decrease the kernel value for the dissimilar
pairs. DAlign performs transformation in P, to modify the kernel
from K to K̃. Let β1 and β2 denote the slopes of transformation
curves for dissimilar and similar pairs, respectively. For a given S
and D, the kernel matrix K, corresponding to the kernel K, is then
modified as follows

β1 kij ,
if (xi , xj ) ∈ D,
(4)
k̃ij =
β2 kij + (1 − β2 ), if (xi , xj ) ∈ S,

K ∗ + (1 − β2 )K ∗ ,

<

√
where the common item < K∗ , K∗ > is omitted at both sides
of inequality, and the Frobenius norm of two matrices,
say M =
P
[mij ] and N = [nij ], is defined as < M, N >= i,j mij nij .
Cristianini et al. [9] proposed the notion of “ideal kernel” (K ∗ ).
Suppose y(xi ) ∈ {1, −1} is the class label of xi . K ∗ is defined as

1, if y(xi ) = y(xj ),
(8)
K ∗ (xi , xj ) =
0, if y(xi ) 6= y(xj ),

3.1 Transformation Model

K̃ = β1 K + (β2 − β1 )K

–2

< K, K∗ >
< K̃, K∗ >
.
< q
∗
∗
< K, K >< K , K >
< K̃, K̃ >< K∗ , K∗ >

Therefore, the transformed kernel K̃ in Eqn. 4 can achieve a better alignment than the original kernel K under the assumption of
0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ 1. Moreover, a greater γ in Eqn. 6 will have
1
a higher alignment score [16]. Recall that β2 = 1+γ
. Hence, a
smaller β2 will have a higher alignment. On the other hand, from
(11) and (12), we can see that the alignment score of K̃ is a decreasing function w.r.t. β1 . Therefore, a smaller β1 or β2 will result in a
higher alignment score.
For a prior kernel K, the inner product of two instances xi and
xj is defined as φ(xi )T φ(xj ) in P. For simplicity, we denote
φ(xi ) as φi . The distance between xi and xj in P can thus be
computed as d2ij = kii + kjj − 2kij , where kij = φTi φj . Therefore, for the transformed kernel K̃ in Eqn. 4, the corresponding
distance d˜2ij = k̃ii + k̃jj − 2k̃ij in P can be written in terms of d2ij
as
d˜2ij =



β2 d2ij ,
if (xi , xj ) ∈ S,
β1 d2ij + 2(1 − β2 ) + (β2 − β1 )(kii + kjj ), if (xi , xj ) ∈ D.
(13)

Since K has been normalized as in Eqn. 3, we have the distance
d2ij = 2 − 2kij . Eqn. 13 can thus be rewritten as
d˜2ij =

β2 d2ij ,
β1 d2ij +



if (xi , xj ) ∈ S,
2(1 − β1 ), if (xi , xj ) ∈ D.

(14)

Using the property 0 ≤ dij ≤ 2 and the condition 0 ≤ β1 ≤
β2 ≤ 1, we can see that d˜2ij ≤ d2ij if the two instances are similar,
and d˜2ij ≥ d2ij if the two instances are dissimilar. In other words,
the transformed distance metric in Eqn. 14 decreases the intra-class
pairwise distance in P, and increases the inter-class pairwise distance in P. The developed distance metric (Eqn. 14) is a valid
distance metric (non-negativity, symmetry, and triangle inequality)
since the transformed kernel in Eqn. 4 is a valid kernel, according
to Theorem 1.

3.2 Distance Metric Learning
In this subsection, we show how to generalize the model in Eqn. 14
to unseen instances without overfitting the contextual information.
We use the feature-weighting method [13] by modifying the inner product kij = φTi φj in P as φTi AAT φj . Here, Am0 ×m0 is
the weighting matrix and m0 is the dimension of P. Based on the
idea of feature reduction [13], we aim to achieve a small rank of
A, which means that the dimensionality of feature vector φ is kept
small in projected space P. The corresponding distance function
thus becomes
d˜2ij = (φi − φj )T AAT (φi − φj ).

To solve for AA so that the distance metric in Eqn. 15 equals
the distance in Eqn. 14, we formulate the problem as a convex
optimization problem whose objective function is to minimize the
rank of the weighting matrix A. However, it induces an NP-Hard
problem by directly minimizing rank(A), the so-called zero-norm
problem in [4]. Since minimizing the trace of a matrix tends to
give a low-rank solution when the matrix is symmetric [11], in this
paper, we approximate the rank of a matrix by its trace. Moreover,
since rank(AAT ) = rank(AAT AAT ) ≈ trace(AAT AAT ) =
kAAT k2F , we approximate the problem of minimizing the rank of
A by minimizing its Frobenius norm kAAT k2F . The corresponding primal problem is formulated as
1
kAAT k2F + CD β1 + CS β2 ,
2
=d˜2ij ,

AAT ,β1 ,β2

s.t. β2 d2ij
d˜2ij =β1 d2ij + 2(1 − β1 ),
β2 ≥β1 ,
β1 ≥0,
1 − β2 ≥0,

L(AAT , β1 , β2 , αv , µ, γ, π)
1
= kAAT k2F + CD β1 + CS β2
2
h
i
X
αij (φi − φj )T (β2 I − AAT )(φi − φj )
−

(18)

(xi ,xj )∈S

−

X

(xi ,xj )∈D

h
i
αij (φi − φj )T (AAT − β1 I)(φi − φj ) − 2(1 − β1 )

− µβ1 − γ(β2 − β1 ) − π(1 − β2 ),
where the Lagrangian multipliers (dual variables) are αi , µ, γ, π ≥
0. This function has to be minimized w.r.t. the primal variables
AAT , β1 , β2 , and maximized w.r.t. the dual variables α, µ, γ, π.
To eliminate the primal variables, we set the corresponding partial
derivatives to be zero, obtaining the following conditions:
X
AAT =
αij (φi − φj )(φi − φj )T
(xi ,xj )∈D

−
CS + π − γ =
CD + γ − µ =

X

(xi ,xj )∈S

αij (φi − φj )(φi − φj )T ,

(19)

X

αij (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ),

X

h
i
αij 2 − (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ) ,

(xi ,xj )∈S

(xi ,xj )∈D

(20)

(21)
(15)

T

min

considering the corresponding Lagrangian formulation

(16)
(xi , xj ) ∈ S
(xi , xj ) ∈ D
(17)

where CS and CD are two non-negative hyper-parameters. Theorem 2 shows that a large β1 or β2 will induce a lower alignment
score. However, on the contrary, β1 = β2 = 0 would overfit the
training dataset. We hence add two penalty terms CD β1 and CS β2
to control the alignment degree. This strategy is similar to that used
in Support Vector Machines [25], which limits the length of weight
vector kwk2 in projected space P to combat the overfitting problem.
The constrained optimization problem above can be solved by

Substituting the conditions of (20) and (21) into (18), we obtain
the following dual formulation
X
1
W(α, π) = kAAT k2F + 2
αij
2
(xi ,xj )∈D
X
αij (φi − φj )T AAT (φi − φj )
−
(xi ,xj )∈D

+

X

(xi ,xj )∈S

αij (φi − φj )T AAT (φi − φj )

− π,

(22)

which has to be maximized w.r.t. αij ’s and π ≥ 0. Actually, π
α,π) =
can be removed from the dual function (22), since ∂W(∂π
−1 < 0, which means that W(α, π) is a decreasing function w.r.t
π. Hence, W(α, π) is maximal at π = 0.
Now, the dual formulation (22) becomes a convex quadratic function w.r.t. only αij . Next, we examine the constraints of dual formulation on αij . According to the KKT theorem [15], we have the
following conditions
i
h
αij β2 d2ij − d˜2ij = 0, (xi , xj ) ∈ S
(23)
i
h
(24)
αij d˜2ij − β1 d2ij − 2(1 − β1 ) = 0, (xi , xj ) ∈ D
γ(β2 − β1 ) = 0,
µβ1 = 0,
π(1 − β2 ) = 0.

(25)
(26)
(27)

The constraint (17) requires β2 ≥ β1 . In the case of β1 = β2 =
0, the training dataset would be overfitted. In addition, in the case
of β1 = β2 = 1, d˜2ij is exactly equal to the original distance metric
d2ij but we do not get any improvement. To avoid these cases, we
then change (17) to be a strict inequality constraint of β2 > β1 .

Therefore, we have γ = 0 from (25). Using the properties of γ = 0
and π = 0, we can then change the dual formulation (22) and its
constraints of (20) and (21) by substituting the expansion form of
AAT in (19) as follows:
max W(α)
α
X
αij
=2

(28)

(xi ,xj )∈D

1
−
2
1
−
2

X

X

“
”2
αij αkl (φi − φj )T (φk − φl )

X

X

“
”2
αij αkl (φi − φj )T (φk − φl )

(xi ,xj )∈S (xk ,xl )∈S

(xi ,xj )∈D (xk ,xl )∈D

X

+

X

(xi ,xj )∈S (xk ,xl )∈D

8
>
< CS
CD
>
: 0

s.t.

“
”2
αij αkl (φi − φj )T (φk − φl ) ,

P
= (xi ,xj )∈S αij (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ),
ˆ
˜
P
≥ (xi ,xj )∈D αij 2 − (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ) ,
≤ αij .

where φTi φj = K(xi , xj ) from the kernel trick. The dual formulation (28) is very similar to that of C-SVMs [25]. It is a standard
convex quadratic programming, which can result in a global optimal solution without any local minima.
After solving the convex quadratic optimization problem in (28),
we can then generalize our distance-metric model defined in Eqn. 19
to the unseen test instances. Suppose x and x0 are two test instances
with unknown class labels. Their pairwise distance d˜2 (x, x0 ) after
feature weighting is computed as
`
´T
`
´
d˜2 (x, x0 ) = φ(x) − φ(x0 ) AAT φ(x) − φ(x0 ) .
Substituting (19) into the above equation, we obtain
d˜2 (x, x0 )
X

(xi ,xj )∈D

X

(xi ,xj )∈S

X

=

(xi ,xj )∈D

−

X

4. DECOMPOSITION-BASED SOLUTION
The dual formulation in (28) is a typical convex quadratic programming (QP) problem. Usually, such a convex optimization problem can be effectively solved using the primal-dual interior-point
method. However, the computational cost of (O(n3 )) is considerably high. We propose an SMO-like decomposition-based method
[20] for speeding up DAlign . Suppose we have M pairs of (xi , xj )
in S and N pairs of (xk , xl ) in D. We denote their corresponding lagrangian multiplier α vector as αS = [αS1 , ..., αSM ]T and
αD = [αD1 , ..., αDN ]T . Moreover, we define three matrices, QS
(M -by-M ), QD (N -by-N ), and QSD (M -by-N ), whose uv-th
components are as follows:
”2 “
”2
“
(QS )uv = ∆φTsu ∆φsv = (φi − φj )T (φk − φl ) ,
(QD )uv

(QSD )uv

αij (φi − φj )(φi − φj )

αij (φi − φj )(φi − φj )

1

TA

where du = (xi , xj ) ∈ D, dv = (xk , xl ) ∈ D
“
”2 “
”2
= ∆φTsu ∆φdv = (φi − φj )T (φk − φl ) ,

W(α) in (28) can thus be formulated in matrix form as follows:
1
1
max W(αS , αD ) =2αTD 1N×1 − αTS QS αS − αTD QD αD
α
2
2
(30)
+ αTS QSD αD
s.t.

αTS nφS = CS ,
αTD (2 − nφD ) ≤ CD ,
αS ≥ 0, αD ≥ 0,

T

(31)

where
`
´
φ(x) − φ(x0 )

αij (Kxxi − Kxxj − Kxi x0 + Kxj x0 )

(xi ,xj )∈S

where su = (xi , xj ) ∈ S, sv = (xk , xl ) ∈ S
“
”2 “
”2
= ∆φTdu ∆φdv = (φi − φj )T (φk − φl ) ,

where su = (xi , xj ) ∈ S, dv = (xk , xl ) ∈ D.

(29)

0
`
´
0 T @
= φ(x) − φ(x )
−

Therefore, DAlign is a general algorithm which can learn a distance
function in both P and I.

2

(nφS )su = (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ), su = (xi , xj ) ∈ S

(nφD )du = (φi − φj )T (φi − φj ), du = (xi , xj ) ∈ D.

αij (Kxxi − Kxxj − Kxi x0 + Kxj x0 )2 .

Remark: We note that here our learned distance function d˜2 (x, x0 )
is expressed in terms of the prior kernel K which has been chosen
before we apply the algorithm. For example, such “a prior kernel
”
kx−x0 k2

could be chosen as a Gaussian RBF function exp − 2σ 2 2 .
”
“
kx−x k2
Kxxi and Kxxj in Eqn. 29 can thus be computed as exp − 2σ 2i 2
“
”
kx−x k2
and exp − 2σ 2j 2 , and so are Kxi x0 and Kxj x0 . Therefore,
even in the case where both x and x0 are unseen test instances,
their pairwise distance can still be calculated from Eqn. 29. Moreover, when a linear kernel, K(xi , xj ) =< xi , xj >, is employed,
the projected space P is exactly equivalent to the original input
space I. DAlign then becomes a distance-function-learning in I.

Next, we select a set of su ’s from S and dv ’s from D into the
working set B, and all others into the non-working N . Denoting the
sizes of su ’s and dv ’s as I and J, respectively, we decompose the
original QP problem with (N +M ) variables into a series of (I +J)
smaller QP problems. This is exactly how the decomposition-based
methods, e.g., LibSVM and SVMLight, work to solve large-scale
SVMs. Moreover, we will show that when I = 2 and J = 1, such
a decomposition strategy becomes the version of SMO for DAlign .
Let us permutate all vectors and matrices by moving the working
set B ahead of N , e.g.,
QS =

»

QSBB
QSN B

QSBN
QSN N

–

.

We can rewrite (30) as follows after removing all items only de-

W(αS1 , αS2 , αD1 ), with the constraints of

pending on the non-working set N :
max
α

W(αSB , αDB )

(32)

1 T
1
α QSBB αSB − αTDB QDB αDB
2 SB
2
old
+ αTSB (QSDBB αDB + QSDBN αold
DN − QSBN αSN )

=−

old
+ αTDB (2 ∗ 1DB + QTSDN B αold
SN − QDBN α DN )

s.t.

αTSB nφSB

=

T
(αold
SB ) nφSB ,

αTDB (2

− nφDB ) ≤ CD −
αSB ≥ 0,

=

T
αold
S1 ∆φS1 ∆φS1

− nφDN ), (34)

αDB ≥ 0.

Next, we develop SMO for solving (32). From the linear equality
constraint in (33) and the linear inequality constraint in (34), we
can see that the minimal size of B would be two from S and one
from D. Without loss of generality, we denote them as αS1 , αS2 ,
and αD1 . The corresponding decomposed form of W(αSB , αDB )
can then be organized as follows:
max W(αS1 , αS2 , αD1 )
(35)
α
1
1
=2αD1 − α2S1 (∆φTS1 ∆φS1 )2 − α2S2 (∆φTS2 ∆φS2 )2
2
2
1
− α2D1 (∆φTD1 ∆φD1 )2 + αS1 αS2 (∆φTS1 ∆φS2 )2
2
+ αS1 αD1 (∆φTS1 ∆φD1 )2 + αS2 αD1 (∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2
− αS1 ΘS1 − αS2 ΘS2 + αD1 ΘD1 ,

CD ≥ αD1 (2 − ∆φTD1 ∆φD1 ) +

Θ S1 =

T
2
αold
Su (∆φS1 ∆φSu ) −

N
X

T
2
αold
Dv (∆φS1 ∆φDv )

M
X

T
2
αold
Su (∆φS2 ∆φSu ) −

N
X

T
2
αold
Dv (∆φS2 ∆φDv )

M
X

T
2
αold
Su (∆φD1 ∆φSu ) −

N
X

2
T
αold
Dv (∆φD1 ∆φDv ) .

u=3

Θ S2 =

u=3

Θ D1 =

u=3

v=2

v=2

v=2

We can see that the formulation of (35) depends on only αS1 , αS2 ,
and αD1 . It can be analytically solved. Moreover, ΘS1 , ΘS2 , and
old
ΘD1 can be also computed from (AAT )old using αold
S and αD .
Let us rewrite (AAT )old in (21) using the new notations.
(AAT )old = −

M
X

u=1

T
αold
Su ∆φSu ∆φSu −

N
X

N
X

v=2

αDv (2 − ∆φTDv ∆φDv )

0 ≤ αS1 , αS2 , αD1 .

T
αold
Dv ∆φDv ∆φDv .

v=1

ΘS1 , ΘS2 , and ΘD1 can thus be computed as follows:

(38)

It can thus be induced that the range of three variables must be
γ
0≤
αS1 ≤
,
∆φTS1 ∆φS1
P
T
CD − N
v=2 αDv (2 − ∆φDv ∆φDv )
,
0≤
αD1 ≤
T
2 − ∆φD1 ∆φD1
αS2 =

γ − αS1 ∆φTS1 ∆φS1
.
∆φTS2 ∆φS2

∂W(α

,α

)

(39)
∂W(α

,α

)

S1
D1
S1
D1
= 0 and
= 0.
Moreover, we have
∂αS1
∂αD1
Solving two linear equations of vanishing gradient, and utilizing
(39), we can therefore solve αS1 , αS2 , and αD1 . Their analytical
forms are

OS1
,
T S1
= OS2 + αS1 TS1 ,
= OD1 + αS1 TD1 ,

αS1 =
αS2
αD1

where the parameters are calculated as

where
M
X

+

(36)

T
αold
S2 ∆φS2 ∆φS2

(37)
(33)

T
(αold
DN ) (2

γ = αS1 ∆φTS1 ∆φS1 + αS2 ∆φTS2 ∆φS2

OD1 =2 + ΘD1 +

γ(∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2
∆φTS2 ∆φS2

TD1 =(∆φTS1 ∆φD1 )2 −
OS2 =

γ
∆φTS2 ∆φS2

T S2 = −

∆φTS1 ∆φS1
(∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2
∆φTS2 ∆φS2

∆φTS1 ∆φS1
∆φTS2 ∆φS2

OS1 =2TD1 − γ∆φTS1 ∆φS1 + OS2 (∆φTS1 ∆φS2 )2

− OD1 TD1 (∆φTD1 ∆φD1 )2 + OD1 (∆φTS1 ∆φD1 )2

+ OD1 TS2 (∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2 + OS2 TD1 (∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2
− Θ S1 − T S2 Θ S2 + T D 1 Θ D 1

TS1 =(∆φTS1 ∆φS1 )2 + (TS2 ∆φTS2 ∆φS2 )2

− 2TS2 (∆φTS1 ∆φS2 )2 + (TD1 ∆φTD1 ∆φD1 )2

− 2TD1 (∆φTS1 ∆φD1 )2 − 2TS2 TD1 (∆φTS2 ∆φD1 )2 .

2
T
ΘS1 = − ∆φTS1 (AAT )old ∆φS1 − αold
S1 (∆φS1 ∆φS1 )

Figure 2 provides a high-level summary of the decomposition algorithm.

2
T
ΘS2 = − ∆φTS2 (AAT )old ∆φS2 − αold
S1 (∆φS1 ∆φS2 )

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

2
T
2
old
T
− αold
S2 (∆φS2 ∆φS1 ) + αD1 (∆φD1 ∆φS1 )

−

2
T
αold
S2 (∆φS2 ∆φS2 )

+

2
T
αold
D1 (∆φD1 ∆φS2 )

2
T
ΘD1 = − ∆φTD1 (AAT )old ∆φD1 − αold
S1 (∆φS1 ∆φD1 )
2
T
2
old
T
− αold
S2 (∆φS2 ∆φD1 ) + αD1 (∆φD1 ∆φD1 ) .

The optimal αS1 , αS2 , and αD1 are achieved by maximizing

We conducted empirical studies to examine the effectiveness and
efficiency of our context-based distance-function learning algorithm
in three aspects.
1. Contextual information. We compared the quality of performance for our learned distance function when given qualitatively
different contextual information for learning. We were especially

Input : S, D, and the associated K.
Output: αS and αD
Repeat:
(1)
(1)
1. Set αS and αD as the initial feasible solution to (30)
and let k = 1.
(k)
(k)
2. Return if αS and αD is an optimal solution of (30). Otherwise,
find an I-element working set SB = {1, · · · , I} ⊂ {1, · · · , N },
and a J-element working set DB = {1, · · · , J} ⊂ {1, · · · , M }.
Denote all other αSu ’s and αDv ’s as non-working set SN and DN .
(k+1)
(k+1)
3. If |SB | = 2 and |DB | = 1 , solve (αSB , αDB ) using SMO on
(35). Otherise, solve them using the the regular QP solver on (32).
(k+1)
(k+1)
(k)
(k+1)
(k+1)
(k)
4. Set αS
= ((αSB , αSN )) and αD
= ((αDB , αDN )).
Set k = k + 1 and go to step 2.
End

dataset
mixed
color
image

# dim
11
11
144

# class
2
11
14

# instance
1, 000
2, 130
1, 897

σ
30.0
3.0
10.0

γ
0.001
0.004
0.003

Table 1: Datasets Description.
Amount
CPU
mixed
time
color
(seconds) image
Clustering mixed
error
color
(percents) image

Without-SMO
2, 780
10, 314
12, 153
42.43
5.26
11.10

With-SMO
221
606
782
42.43
5.30
11.10

Figure 2: Decomposition-based Solution to DAlign

interested in finding out the quality of contextual information generated by our proposed unsupervised method.
2. Speedup evaluation. We evaluated the speedup that can be
achieved by our proposed SMO-like decomposition algorithm.
2. Function-learning performance. We compared our DAlign algorithm with the regular Euclidean metric, Kwok et al. [16], and
Xing et al.’s [31] on clustering applications.
To conduct our experiments, we used three datasets: one toy
(mixed) dataset, one video surveillance dataset, and one 2K image dataset, which are described as follows:
Mixed dataset The mixed artificial dataset was first introduced
in [16]. We used it to compare the effectiveness of our method to
other methods. This dataset has two classes and eleven features.
The first feature of the first class was generated by using the Gaussian distribution N (3, 1), and the first feature of the second class
by N (−3, 1); the other ten features were generated by N (0, 25).
Each feature was generated independently. The second row of
Table 1 provides the detailed composition of the mixed dataset.
Video-surveillance dataset The surveillance dataset was gathered from 43 video clips from our video-surveillance project [30].
Each clip tracks a person wearing one of eleven shirt colors (red,
blue, black, green, pink, yellow, orange, brown, purple, white,
and grey), walking under various lighting conditions. The goal
of the project was to correctly name the color of a shirt captured
under different lighting conditions and in different cameras. We
used a tracker to locate the locations of a shirt in video frames,
and then characterized the shirt-color with a set of color histograms. We then trained a classifier and used the classifier to
identify the color of a previously unseen shirt.
Image dataset The image dataset was collected from the Corel
Image CDs. Corel images have been widely used by the computer vision and image-processing research communities for conducting various experiments. This set contains 2K representative
images from fourteen categories: architecture, bears, clouds, elephants, fabrics, fireworks, flowers, food, landscape, people, textures, tigers, tools, and waves. Each image is represented by a
vector of 144 dimensions including color, texture, and shape features [24].
We compared four distance functions in the experiments: our
distance-function-alignment algorithm (DAlign ), the Euclidean distance function (Euclidean), the method developed by Kwok et al. [16]
(Kwok), and the method developed by Xing et al. [31]. The latter
two methods are presented in Section 2. We chose the methods of

Table 2: Clustering performance of DAlign with different strategy on selecting contextual information.

Kwok et al. and Xing et al. for two reasons. First, both are based
on contextual information to learn a distance function, as is used
in DAlign . Second, the method of Xing et al. is a typical distancefunction-learning algorithm in input space I that been seen as a
yardstick method for learning distance functions, as mentioned in
Section 2.1. The method of Kwok et al. is a new distance-functionlearning algorithm in projected space P developed recently [16].
We compared DAlign to both methods to test its effectiveness on
learning a distance function.
Our evaluation procedure was as follows: First, we chose a prior
kernel and derived a distance function via the kernel trick. We then
ran DAlign , Kwok’s, and Xing’s5 algorithms, respectively, to learn a
new distance function. Finally, we ran k-means using the prior and
the learned distance functions, and compared their results. Three
T 0
prior kernels
“ we used
”in the experiments are linear (x x ), Gauskx−x0 k2
2
sian (exp − 2σ 2
), and Laplacian (exp (−γkx − x0 k1 )). For
each dataset, we carefully tuned kernel parameters including σ, γ,
CS and CD via cross-validation, where σ and γ were reported in
Table 1. All measurements were averaged over 20 runs.

5.1 Evaluation on Contextual Information
We examined three different schemes for choosing contextual
information for the k-means classifier. The first scheme, denoted
as random, randomly samples a subset of contextual information
from S and D sets.
The second scheme chooses the most uncertain boundary instances around decision boundary as contextual information. One
way to find such uncertain instances is to run Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to identify the instances along the class boundary
(support vectors), and sample these boundary instances to construct contextual information. Some other strategies can also be
employed to help select the boundary instances. In this paper, we
denote such a scheme as SV. We chose SVMs because it is easy to
identify the boundary instances (support vectors).
5
Xing’s algorithm cannot be run when the dimensionality of I is
very high or when nonlinear kernels, such as Gaussian and Laplacian, are employed. This is because its computational time does
not scale well with the high dimensionality of input space and nonlinear kernels [16]. We thus did not report the corresponding results
in these cases.

Dataset
mixed

color

image

Kernel
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian

random
48.27
45.54
36.79
8.10
7.84
7.54
14.00
13.00
11.57

SV
47.02
43.00
33.22
7.10
6.00
5.70
13.00
10.20
9.87

spectral
47.02
42.43
32.57
7.00
5.26
5.50
13.00
10.10
9.38

Amount
CPU
mixed
time
color
(seconds) image
Clustering mixed
error
color
(percents) image

Without-SMO
2, 780
10, 314
12, 153
42.43
5.26
11.10

Table 4: Clustering performance of DAlign with different strategy on selecting contextual information using Gaussian kernel.

Table 3: Clustering Error Rates with different strategy of selecting contextual information.
Dataset
The third scheme, denoted as spectral, utilizes an unsupervised
way to find such uncertain instances. As mentioned in Section 1
and in [8], we run several different unsupervised algorithm to identify the pairs of instances which are always clustered into one cluster as S, and the pairs which are always clustered into different
clusters as D. In our experiments, we applied various spectral
clustering algorithms on each dataset, and identified the appropriate pairs of instances into S and D. Specifically, we ran the
normalized-cut spectral algorithm by Shi and Malik (SM) [23], the
variant normalized-cut algorithm by Kanna, Vemplala, and Vetta
(KVV) [14], the spectral clustering algorithm of Ng, Jordan, and
Weiss (NJW) [19], and a multi-cut algorithm by Meilǎ (Multicut) [17]. We also employed a different distance function for each
spectral clustering algorithm. Notice that while SV requires manually labeling the entire dataset, spectral constructs S and D without
any human effort.
We tested both contextual information selection schemes using
our distance-learning algorithm on three prior kernels—linear, Gaussian, and Laplacian. For each scheme, we selected 10% contextual
information. (The 10% sampling rate was determined based on our
prior work on UCI datasets [29].) For SV and spectral, we selected
the most uncertain instance pairs. Table 3 presents the clustering
errors of k-means using three different schemes. Among all situations, SV and spectral outperform the random strategy, since both
attempt to select the most useful information to learn a distance
function. Moreover, since spectral involves no labeling effort and
can perform slightly better than SV (which requires labeling the
dataset), we are very encouraged by our innovative usage of the
unsupervised approach for generating contextual information.
Remark: We did not use active learning with unsupervised learning to label data instances that cannot be distributed into S or D.
Nevertheless, the performance of spectral is already very promising.

5.2 Evaluation on Efficiency
We used all datasets to evaluate the efficiency of DAlign with
the decomposition-based QP solution. We used Gaussian kernel to
conduct the experiments. Table 4 reports the CPU time in seconds
on running DAlign with and without decomposition on solving the
QP problem. In our experiment, we only reported the results of
the SMO version, where the working set for S has two pairs and
the work set for D has one pair. We can see that with the help
of SMO, the computational cost of DAlign can be dramatically reduced. Moreover, from the bottom of the table, we can see that the
effectiveness of DAlign was not compromised.

5.3 Evaluation on Effectiveness

With-SMO
221
606
782
42.43
5.30
11.10

mixed

color

image

Kernel
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian
Linear
Gaussian
Laplacian

Euclidean
49.35
49.35
47.67
8.15
7.79
7.89
14.30
13.04
11.98

Learned
DAlign
47.02
42.43
32.57
7.00
5.26
5.50
13.00
10.10
9.38

Kwok
47.48
46.21
38.02
7.49
6.34
6.58
13.00
12.15
10.65

Xing
47.53
8.00
13.27
-

Table 5: Clustering Error Rates. No results reported for Xing
on Gaussian and Laplacian kernels since this algorithm can
only work in input space I.
We used the k-means algorithm to examine the effectiveness of
our distance-learning algorithm on clustering problems. We used
all three datasets to conduct the clustering experiments. The size of
the contextual information was chosen as roughly 10% of the total
number of all possible pairs. DAlign uses the contextual information to modify three prior distance functions: linear, Gaussian, and
Laplacain. The value of k for k-means was set to be the number of
classes for each dataset. To measure the quality of clustering, we
used the clustering error rate defined in [31] as follows:
X 1{1{ci = cj } =
6 1{ĉi = ĉj }}
,
0.5n(n
− 1)
i>j
n
where {ci }n
i=1 denotes the true cluster to which xi belongs, {ĉi }i=1
denotes the cluster predicted by a clustering algorithm, n is the
number of instances in the dataset, and 1{·} the indicator function
(1{true} = 1, and 1{false} = 0).
Table 5 reports the k-means clustering results for the three datasets.
From Table 5, we can see that DAlign achieves the best clustering
results in almost all testing scenarios, tying with Kwok on image
only while linear kernel was employed. DAlign performs better than
Xing in all cases where the linear kernel is used.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have reported our study of an important issue—
formulating a context-based distance function for measuring similarity. Our proposed DAlign method learns a distance function by
considering the nonlinear relationships among the contextual information, without incurring high computational cost. Theoretically,
we substantiated that our method achieves optimal alignment toward the ideal kernel. Empirically, we demonstrated that DAlign

improves similarity measures and hence leads to improved performance in clustering and classification applications.
Considering the contextual information in information retrieval
has been identified as an important research area. Our work provides a mechanism that is more effective than the traditional ones
because it achieves both model flexibility and computational efficiency. One of our future research tasks is to analyze theoretically
the generalization ability of DAlign . Another future project is to
further investigate how we might best model context (for an application or for a user), and how we might effectively formulate and
gather contextual information to take advantage of our proposed
unsupervised (spectral) mechanism with active learning and reinforcement, under the unified learning paradigm (ULP), which we
proposed in [8].

7.
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